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When the Heavens Went on Sale: The Misfits and Geniuses Racing to Put Space 
Within Reach 
9780062998873 
By Ashlee Vance 
Ecco $35.00 
With the launch of the Falcon 1 rocket in 2008, Elon Musk's SpaceX became the first private 
company to build a low-cost rocket that could reach orbit. And that milestone carried major 
implications: Silicon Valley, not NASA or nation states, was suddenly cemented as the 
epicenter of the new Space Age. Start-ups and the wealthy investors behind them began 
to realize that the universe—ungoverned and infinite—was open for business. Welcome to 
the Wild West of aerospace engineering. When the Heavens Went on Sale tells the 

remarkable, unfolding story of this frenzied intergalactic land grab. Through his trademark immersive reporting, 
Ashlee Vance follows four pioneering companies—Astra, Firefly, Planet Labs, and Rocket Lab—as they build 
new space systems and attempt to launch rockets and satellites into orbit by the thousands. While the public 
fixated on the space tourism being driven by the likes of Jeff Bezos and Richard Branson, these new companies 
arrived with a different set of goals: to make rocket and satellite launches fast and cheap, thereby opening 
Earth's lower orbit for business—and setting it up as the next playing field for humankind's technological 
evolution, where we can connect, analyze, and monitor everything on Earth.  
 

The Enchanted Hacienda 
9780778334057 
By J.C. Cervantes 
Park Row $30.00 
When Harlow Estrada is abruptly fired from her dream job and her boyfriend proves to be 
a jerk, her world turns upside down. She flees New York City to the one place she can 
always call home—the enchanted Hacienda Estrada. The Estrada family farm in Mexico 
houses an abundance of charmed flowers cultivated by Harlow’s mother, sisters, aunt, 
and cousins. By harnessing the magic in these flowers, they can heal hearts, erase 
memories, interpret dreams—but not Harlow. So when her mother and aunt give her a 
special task involving the family’s magic, she panics. How can she rise to the occasion 
when she is magicless? But maybe it’s not magic she’s missing, but belief in herself. 

When she finally embraces her unique gifts and opens her heart to a handsome stranger, she discovers she’s 
far more powerful than she imagined. 
 

Lie Maker 
9780063276246 
By Linwood Barclay 
William Morrow $30.00 
Your dad’s not a good person. Your dad killed people, son. These are some of the last words 
Jack Givins’ father spoke to him before he was whisked away by witness protection, leaving 
Jack and his mother to pick up the shattered pieces of their lives as best they could. Years 
later, Jack is a grown man with problems of his own. He’s a talented but struggling author, 
barely scraping by on the royalties from his moderately successful first book. So when the 
U.S. Marshals approach him with a lucrative opportunity, he’s in no position to turn them 
down. They’re recruiting writers like Jack to create false histories for people in witness 

protection—people like Jack’s father. The coincidence is astonishing to Jack at first, but he soon realizes this 
may be a chance to find his dad. Only there’s one problem—Jack’s father hasn’t made contact with his handlers 
recently, and they have no idea where he is. He could be in serious danger, and Jack may be the only one who 
can find him. 
 



 
The Marriage Act 
9781335005939 
By John Marrs 
Hanover Square Press $32.00 
Britain. The near-future. A right-wing government believes it has the answer to society’s ills—
the Sanctity of Marriage Act, which actively encourages marriage as the norm, punishing 
those who choose to remain single. But four couples are about to discover just how 
impossible relationships can be when the government is monitoring every aspect of our 
personal lives—monitoring every word, every minor disagreement…and will use every tool 
in its arsenal to ensure everyone will love, honor and obey. 

 
The Covenant of Water 
9780802162175 
By Abraham Verghese  
Grove Press $32.00 
Spanning the years 1900 to 1977, The Covenant of Water is set in Kerala, on South India’s 
Malabar Coast, and follows three generations of a family that suffers a peculiar affliction: in 
every generation, at least one person dies by drowning—and in Kerala, water is everywhere. 
At the turn of the century, a twelve-year-old girl from Kerala’s long-existing Christian 
community, grieving the death of her father, is sent by boat to her wedding, where she will 
meet her forty-year-old husband for the first time. From this unforgettable new beginning, 
the young girl—and future matriarch, known as Big Ammachi—will witness unthinkable 

changes over the span of her extraordinary life, full of joy and triumph as well as hardship and loss, her faith 
and love the only constants.  

 
The Wager: A Tale of Shipwreck, Mutiny and Murder 
9780385534260 
By David Grann 
Doubleday $30.00 
On January 28, 1742, a ramshackle vessel of patched-together wood and cloth washed up 
on the coast of Brazil. Inside were thirty emaciated men, barely alive, and they had an 
extraordinary tale to tell. They were survivors of His Majesty’s Ship the Wager, a British 
vessel that had left England in 1740 on a secret mission during an imperial war with 
Spain. While the Wager had been chasing a Spanish treasure-filled galleon known as “the 
prize of all the oceans,” it had wrecked on a desolate island off the coast of Patagonia. The 
men, after being marooned for months and facing starvation, built the flimsy craft and sailed 

for more than a hundred days, traversing nearly 3,000 miles of storm-wracked seas. They were greeted as 
heroes. But then ... six months later, another, even more decrepit craft landed on the coast of Chile. This boat 
contained just three castaways, and they told a very different story. The thirty sailors who landed in Brazil were 
not heroes – they were mutineers. The first group responded with countercharges of their own, of a tyrannical 
and murderous senior officer and his henchmen. It became clear that while stranded on the island the crew had 
fallen into anarchy, with warring factions fighting for dominion over the barren wilderness.  

 
Our Hideous Progeny 
9780063256798 
By C.E. McGill 
HarperCollins $32.00 
Mary is the great-niece of Victor Frankenstein. She knows her great uncle disappeared 
under mysterious circumstances in the Arctic, but she doesn’t know why or how.The 
1850s are a time of discovery, and London is ablaze with the latest scientific theories and 
debates, especially when a spectacular new exhibition of dinosaur sculptures opens at 
the Crystal Palace. Mary is keen to make her name in this world of science alongside her 
geologist husband, Henry—but despite her sharp mind and sharper tongue, without 
wealth and connections their options are limited. When Mary discovers some old family 
papers that allude to the shocking truth behind her great-uncle’s past, she thinks she may 

have found the key to securing her and Henry’s professional and financial future. Their quest takes them to the 
wilds of Scotland; to Henry’s intriguing but reclusive sister, Maisie; and to a deadly chase with a rival who is out 
to steal their secret. 
 



  
Edison's Ghosts: The Untold Weirdness of History’s Greatest Geniuses 
9780316529525 
By Katie Spalding 
Little, Brown $29.00 
“As Albert Einstein almost certainly never said, everyone is a genius – but if you judge a 
fish by its ability to climb a tree, it will live its whole life believing that it is stupid.” So 
begins Katie Spalding’s spunky takedown of the Western canon, and how genius may 
not be as irrefutably great as we commonly understand. While most of us may never 
become Einstein, it may surprise you to learn that there’s probably a bunch of stuff you 
can do that Einstein couldn’t. And, as Spalding shows, the famous prodigies she 
explores here were quite odd by any definition. For example: 
Thomas Edison, inventor of the lightbulb, believed that he could communicate with the 
undead and built the world’s very first hotline to heaven: the Spirit Phone. 

Marie and Pierre Curie, famous for discovering radioactivity, slept next to a lump of radioactive material for 
years and strapped it to their arms to watch it burn them in real-time; 
Lord Byron, acclaimed British poet, literally took a bear with him to university; 
Isaac Newton discovered the laws of gravity and motion, but he also looked up at the sun without eye 
protection. The result? Three days of blindness; 
Tesla, whose scientific work led to the invention of the AC unit, fell in love with a pigeon. Edison's Ghosts is 
filled with examples of the so-called best of humanity doing, You’ll discover stories that deserve to be told but 
never are: the hilarious, regrettable, and downright bafflingly lesser-known achievements that never made it 
into our history books, until now. 
 

Only the Beautiful 
9780593332832 
By Susan Meissner 
Berkley $28.00 
California, 1938—When she loses her parents in an accident, sixteen-year-old Rosanne 
is taken in by the owners of the vineyard where she has lived her whole life as the 
vinedresser’s daughter. She moves into Celine and Truman Calvert’s spacious house 
with a secret, however—Rosie sees colors when she hears sound. She promised her 
mother she’d never reveal her little-understood ability to anyone, but the weight of her 
isolation and grief prove too much for her. Driven by her loneliness she not only breaks 
the vow to her mother, but in a desperate moment lets down her guard and ends up 
pregnant. Banished by the Calverts, Rosanne believes she is bound for a home for 

unwed mothers. But she soon finds out she is not going to a home of any kind, but to a place that seeks to 
forcibly take her baby – and the chance for any future babies – from her. Austria, 1947—After witnessing 
firsthand Adolf Hitler’s brutal pursuit of hereditary purity—especially with regard to “different children”—Helen 
Calvert, Truman’s sister, is ready to return to America for good. But when she arrives at her brother’s peaceful 
vineyard after decades working abroad, she is shocked to learn what really happened nine years earlier to the 
vinedresser’s daughter, a girl whom Helen had long ago befriended.  

 
Fixit: An IQ Novel  
9780316531085 
By Joe Ide 
Mulholland Books $28.00 
Danger has always followed IQ, a reality he’s keenly aware of as he’s laid up in a 
hospital bed, recovering from injuries sustained in his last case. Isaiah cannot help 
himself from being the hero, and any misery he’s suffered as a result—wounds from a 
knife fight, gnawing paranoia—he’s suffered alone. Yet as IQ recovers, five hundred 
miles from East Long Beach, he’s unaware that Grace has been abducted by his sworn 
enemy, the professional hitman Skip Hanson. Skip is savage and psychotic, 
determined to punish Isaiah for sending him to prison and destroying his life. Now, 
Isaiah and his sometimes partner, ex-hustler Juanell Dodson, must track scant clues 
through L.A.’s perilous landscape as Grace’s predicament grows more uncertain. A 
complication arises in the form of Winnie Hando, a homicide detective with something 

to prove. Stubborn and effective, Winnie sees Isaiah’s efforts as an obstruction to the investigation and a 
possible embarrassment.  
 



 
America's First Plague: The Deadly 1793 Epidemic that Crippled a Young Nation 
9781538164884 
By Robert P. Watson 
Rowen and Littlefield $28.00 
As disease spread, the national government was slow to react. Soon, citizens donned 
protective masks and the authorities ordered quarantines. The streets emptied. 
Doubters questioned the science and disobeyed. The year: 1793. The place: young 
America from Baltimore to Boston but especially in Philadelphia, the nation’s largest 
city and seat of the federal government. For 3 long months yellow fever, carried by 
mosquitoes let loose from a ship from Africa, ravaged the eastern seaboard The 
federal government abandoned the city and scattered, leaving a dangerous 
leadership gap. By the end of the pandemic, ten percent of Philadelphians had died. 
America's First Plague offers the definitive telling of this long-forgotten crisis, 
capturing the wave of fear that swept across the fledgling republic, and the numerous 

unintended but far-reaching consequences it would have on the development of the United States and the 
Atlantic slave trade. It is an intriguing tale of fear and human nature, a tragic lesson of how prejudice toward 
blacks was so easily stoked, an examination of the primitive state of medicine and vulnerability to disease in 
the eighteenth century, and a story of the struggle to govern in the face of crisis. With eerie similarities to the 
Covid pandemic, historian Robert P. Watson tells the story of a young nation teetering on the brink of chaos. 

 
Silicon Heartland: Transforming the Midwest from Rust Belt to Tech Belt 
9781623545567 
By Rebecca A. Fannin  
Imagine $28.00 
The American Midwest was once a proud bastion of good-paying jobs and middle-
class life. Recently it has come to evoke bleakness: job loss, opiate addiction, 
despair. But without fanfare, a pivotal movement has grown, quietly transforming the 
heartland into a high-tech hub. In Silicon Heartland, tech journalist Rebecca A. 
Fannin returns to her hometown region to report on how tech ecosystems—of 
entrepreneurial talent, venture capital, accelerators, incubators, universities, and 
R&D—are retooling midsized heartland cities and Appalachian towns. Remote 
regions that were nearly forgotten when the money and power shifted to Silicon 
Valley—and to China—are being rebooted and reenergized like never before. This 
movement of tech startups burgeoning in Middle America bodes well not only for 
leading the region to greater heights, but also for boosting our economy and morale 

nationwide. Structured around Fannin’s road trip across Middle America, her stories and interviews with venture 
capitalists, entrepreneurs, and business from the Midwest make for a personal yet comprehensive look at the 
economic rebirth of a region that has been overlooked and underestimated for far too long. Highlighting the 
successes and efforts that continue to surprise coastal elites, Fannin introduces the resourceful people and the 
behind-the-scene stories that are reinventing the American Midwest. 
 

Swamp Story 
978-1982191337 
By Dave Barry 
Simon & Schuster $27.99 
Jesse Braddock is trapped in a tiny cabin deep in the Everglades with her infant 
daughter and her ex-boyfriend, a wannabe reality TV star who turned out to be a lot 
prettier on the outside than on the inside. Broke and desperate for a way out, Jesse 
stumbles across a long-lost treasure, which could solve all her problems—if she can 
figure out how to keep it. The problem is, some very bad men are also looking for the 
treasure, and they know Jesse has it. Meanwhile, Ken Bortle of Bortle Brothers Bait 
and Beer has hatched a scheme to lure tourists to his failing store by making viral 
videos of the “Everglades Melon Monster.” The Monster is in fact an unemployed 
alcoholic newspaperman named Phil wearing a Dora the Explorer costume head. 
Incredibly, this plan actually works, inspiring a horde of TikTokers to swarm into the 

swamp in search of the monster at the same time villains are on the hunt for Jesse’s treasure. Amid this 
mayhem, a presidential hopeful arrives in the Everglades to start his campaign. Needless to say, it does not go 
as planned. In fact, nothing in this story goes as planned. This is, after all, Florida. 
 


